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Across 

3. Miescher named the phosphate containing material he  
    discovered ___ . 
6. “___ Rule” states that the amount of adenine and thymine  
     in a sample of nucleic acid is equivalent, and the amount  
     of cytosine and guanine is also equivalent. 
8. Griffith worked with two strains of bacteria; the rough  
     strain was not deadly, but the ___ strain was lethal. 
10. Albrecht ___ was able to separate the nucleic acids from  
      the proteins associated with the nucleic acids. 
11. Martha ___ and Alfred ___ used bacteria and phages in  
      experiments that definitively proved that nucleic acids  
      (not proteins) were the molecules of genetic inheritance. 
12. A virus that specifically infects bacteria. 
14. Friedrich ___ discovered a phosphate rich material in the  
       nuclei of the white blood cells found in the pus of his  
       patients. 
16. In the Avery, McCarty, and Macleod experiments, rough  
      and smooth strains of ___ were used to isolate the  
      transforming factor. 
18. Phoebus ___ figured out that each subunit of a nucleic  
      acid was made from a nitrogenous base, a phosphate and  
      a sugar molecule. 
19. A prestigious international award bestowed to people  
      who are deemed to have made great contributions in the  
      sciences, literature and peace. 
20. Maurice ___ was a rival researcher of Franklins and was  

      awarded the Nobel Prize along with two others for the  
      discovery of the 3D structure of DNA. 

Down 

1. James ___ and Sir Francis ___ are famously credited for  
    the discovery of the 3D structure of DNA.  Rarely is  
    Wilkins mentioned though he co-shared the Nobel Prize  
     for its discovery with them. 
2. Erwin ___ figured out that adenine and thymine always  
     occurred in roughly the same proportions and the same  
     was true for cytosine and guanine. 
4. Kossel figured out that nucleic acids contained five  
    different subunits (adenine, thymine, cytosine, guanine  
    and uracil) called ___ . 
5. While trying to find a cure for pneumonia, Frederick ___  
    discovered the “Transforming Principle”. 
7. Oswald ___ figured out that Griffith’s “Transforming  
    Principle” was caused by a transforming factor which  
     turned out to be DNA. 
9. The 3D structure of DNA is called a ___. 
13. The Chase-Hershey experiments are famously known as  
       the ___ experiments. 
15. Rosalind ___ created x-ray diffraction images of DNA  
       that revealed the 3D structure of DNA. 
17. Franklin died of ___ four years before her colleagues  
       received Nobel Prizes for the discovery of the structure  
       of DNA; a discovery that she help find.

 

 

 

 


